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Abstract 

M-Commerce is an evolving aspect of e-commerce that should meet the critical requirements of 
high security and single sign on, including minimalism and manageability. These features can 
draw ordinary individuals to make use of more M-Commerce. Because there are certain 
vulnerabilities and wireless communication risks in trade transactions, it is particularly important 
to examine mobile e-commerce transaction systems in the payment process. In order to satisfy 
customer requirements, payment protection threats must be avoided in M-commerce by 
introducing a specific improved security solution in the M-commerce systems. In this paper an 
architecture is suggested and tested for secure M-transactions with the increased security level of 
user and service provider authentication. In terms of quality, usability and protection, this 
proposed architecture must be understood by evaluating its execution time, performance and 
security. 
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1. Introduction 

Trade, on a wide scale, buys and sells goods. The system is comprised of economic, social , 
cultural, legal and technical structures operating in any region. Trading of products / services 
using computer networks is e-commerce or electronic commerce. Technologies such as M-
commerce, Internet marketing, inventory systems, online transaction management, electronic 
data interchange ( EDI), electronic transfer of funds, and automated data collection systems are 
appealing to electronic commerce. The World Wide Web (WWW) and also other tools, such as 
e-mail, are used for modern e-commerce. The first online shopping system was demonstrated in 
1979 by Michael Aldrich. Many individuals trust that biometric frameworks can identify liveness 
in biometric tests [2].    

Application of Digital Technologies to Agriculture is an innovative idea focusing on the 

enhancement of agricultural development in rural areas [3].It is essential to build security 

solutions by adopting a Security Framework for any organization to find solutions for majority of 

vulnerabilities and flaws [4]. Secure data transmission is the fundamental need for the users of 

internet community [6]. Mobile Commerce is a growing E-Commerce domain where consumers 

can use a mobile and wireless network to communicate with service providers, deploy a mobile 

gadget for data recovery and deal with dispensing. The sophisticated version of e-commerce 

activities carried out using mobile phones or PDAs is defined by M-commerce, which enables 

the consumer to carry out future transactions through a wireless telecommunication network 

(Khasawneh 2009; MuhibUllah et al 2012). Although there are also a host of parallels between e-

commerce and M-commerce, they also have firm differences. Under such a condition, 

transforming the information from the transmitter to the receiver requires more security.[7]. 
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Although there are also a host of parallels between e-commerce and M-commerce, they also 

have firm differences. 

2. Existing System 

Differences such as internet access are a permanent must in e-commerce, but there are no such 

constraints in the course of M-commerce; video conferencing is done by M-commerce where it 

is beyond the realm of e-commerce; energy is an important factor in e-commerce, while in M-

commerce it is not vital. 

Issues and Challenges in M-Commerce 

M-commerce has emerged as a promising technology in which consumers have the flexibility to 

connect with service providers for data / service request, reclamation and transaction functions 

using a mobile device with a cellular network. It is unfortunate, however, that mobile devices 

submit themselves unwittingly to the unscrupulous hands of hackers by allowing them illicit 

access to corporate networks, paving the way for the injection into these networks of viruses and 

other dangerous software (Fengling Han et al 2012). In addition, M-commerce is plagued by 

many mobile computing security vulnerabilities that are detailed below: 

1. Computer and data theft / loss: Data stored on the computer can easily be physically accessed 

by unauthorised individuals if the device is lost or stolen.  

2. Clone: Setting up a cell phone chip in a way that changes the ESN.  

3. Hijacking: Dominate, imitating one of them, the contact session between two individuals.  

4. Malware: malicious code in the form of a virus , worm or other malware for the execution of 

illegal tasks.  

5. Phishing: Monitoring and pressuring a victim to disclose sensitive confidential information or 

download malware.  

6. Wireless link vulnerabilities: It is possible to obtain hidden data sent through many different 

insecure wireless networks.  

From the air by ambushers, causing considerable harm to the handheld gadget and causing the 

networks through which the handheld unit is connected to untold problems. 

Challenges and Techniques 

The primary problem facing the M-commerce system is the identification and authentication of 

users to conduct secure M-shopping. Recent years have seen a growing awareness of the need to 

improve information security [9]. The human characteristic has to be distinctive and unswerving 

for the purpose of defining a particular person. The study showed that validation of fingerprints 

is the most fruitful approach for other biometrics.    Protection technologies, as opposed to 

parallel expression, face and iris detection techniques, are known to be more reliable and cost-

effective. In the M-commerce method, M-payment is another obstacle faced by server 

authentication. For server authentication, there is a need for a specific process to submit the PIN 

securely through a network. Distributed PIN double encryption is one of the reliable server 

authentication techniques that provide M-commerce with a secure level. In this work to 

accomplish secure M-commerce transactions, the following issues were considered and 

implemented: 

Develop an efficient reversible data hiding technique to keep user information protected in the 

WAP (wireless application protocol) gateway when transmitting user data.  Implement an 

effective biometric framework based on fingerprints for safe user authentication.   Study and use 

the best algorithm by comparing different algorithms (AES, RC4, DES, 3DES) for encryption 

and decryption.    Build a special PIN distribution architecture (authentication and external 
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server) with two servers.    Develop and formulate a unique sequence table to transform the 

user's PIN number before encryption into a stable unique sequence.  Using the double encryption 

paradigm in the architecture to increase the security level. 

Challenges and Techniques 

The primary problem facing the M-commerce system is the identification and authentication of 

users to conduct secure M-shopping. Recent years have seen a growing awareness of the need to 

improve information security [9]. The human characteristic has to be distinctive and unswerving 

for the purpose of defining a particular person. The study showed that validation of fingerprints 

is the most fruitful approach for other biometrics.    Protection technologies, as opposed to 

parallel expression, face and iris detection techniques, are known to be more reliable and cost-

effective. In the M-commerce method, M-payment is another obstacle faced by server 

authentication. For server authentication, there is a need for a specific process to submit the PIN 

securely through a network. Distributed PIN double encryption is one of the reliable server 

authentication techniques that provide M-commerce with a secure level. In this work to 

accomplish secure M-commerce transactions, the following issues were considered and 

implemented: 

Develop an efficient reversible data hiding technique to keep user information protected in the 

WAP (wireless application protocol) gateway when transmitting user data.  Implement an 

effective biometric framework based on fingerprints for safe user authentication.   Study and use 

the best algorithm by comparing different algorithms (AES, RC4, DES, 3DES) for encryption 

and decryption.    Build a special PIN distribution architecture (authentication and external 

server) with two servers.    Develop and formulate a unique sequence table to transform the 

user's PIN number before encryption into a stable unique sequence. Using the double encryption 

paradigm in the architecture to increase the security level. 

3. Proposed System 

Cryptographic Techniques 

Only in the framework containing said characteristics above can trustful M-commerce 

transactions be made. We have performed fingerprint matching in two steps: i) point-wise match 

and ii) trim false matches with arithmetical constraints [1]. The assistance of techniques such as 

cryptography in M-commerce transactions is taken into account to achieve such characteristics. 

There are two types of cryptographic techniques: 

• Symmetric key cryptographic techniques (RC4, DES, 3DES, AES) 

• Asymmetric key cryptographic techniques (RSA, DSA, HECC) 

As symmetric algorithms are compared to asymmetric algorithms, the former is the easiest 

algorithm compared to the latter. The simplicity of the symmetric algorithm is because both 

encryption and decryption use only one key; therefore, compared to asymmetric algorithms, it 

processes the data quickly (Lalit Singh &Bharti 2012). In addition, as shown in Figure 1, 

symmetric cryptographic methods can be categorised into two. 
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The block cypher divides the text into moderately large blocks and independently encrypts each 

block. Each block's encryption depends, at most, on one of the previous blocks, and each block 

uses the same key. But in stream cypher, the text is divided into small blocks and each block's 

encoding depends on several previous blocks, and a different key is created for each block, and 

block cyphers normally need more memory as they operate on larger pieces of data and have 

often been carried over from previous blocks.   As they operate faster by taking just a few bits at 

a time that lets them consume little energy and memory, a stream cypher is commonly used as a 

preferred method for mobile devices. This feature will assist in saving the mobile's battery life. 

So, Stream cyphers fulfil the requirements of low H / W complexity, high throughput multimedia 

applications. RPM and TLA processing provide final results which are undoubtedly visible for 

health practitioner reviews for pre and post or even during surgical activities [10]. 

3.1 Use of pin techniques in existing system 

However, due to its portability and compatibility, cell phones are more common; it pointedly has 

security threats to end-users. That is because mobile devices tend to be more personal, not like 

desktop stations, which have more personal user details, and are often stored in an unsafe way. 

Every year, countless numbers of handheld mobile devices are lost (Stephanie 2010). If attackers 

mimic the real users, the key problem with the missing devices is the lack of identity 

authentication. 

The user is only authenticated in this system after receiving the service request, then the client 

side is requested by the server side to capture personal biometrics such as fingerprint , iris, photo, 

etc. After the verification is done on the server side, which provides a stable M-banking 

mechanism, the client side may perform a transaction. Both server and customer can protect their 

rights and interests in the case of any M-banking quarrels due to internet hacking or mobile theft 

for M-banking. The only downside of the component is that there is no discussion / use at the 

transmission stage of any stable encryption method algorithm. 

For M-commerce transactions (SugataSanyal et al 1997), the Safe Electronic Transaction (SET) 

approach has been used. It is an open protocol specification built over the internet for credit card 

transactions. This technique has several drawbacks, such as a problem with the management of 

limited resources, and sniffing can be used to target the wireless network. When the external 

device is cracked, the whole PIN can be obtained. 

3.2 Proposed and improved pin distribution technique in M-Commerce 

When it offers anonymity, protection and honesty, M-commerce transactions can be widely 

performed by ordinary individuals via mobile phones. Only by overcoming the risks associated 

with trade transactions via wireless links and evaluating the weakness of the M-commerce 

transaction systems can these characteristics be allowed. It can be done by improving the 

gateway security solution. 

Through the WAP gate, which has been done in this work by using distributed pin technology 
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and double encryption model, it is important to submit the user pin number and payment 

information in a protective way. The Figure shows the full flow diagram of the proposed 

Improved Pin Distribution Techniques in the M-Commerce method. 

4. Conclusion 

To satisfy the customer completely during the transaction, improved protection is required. 
Therefore, in the service supplier authentication side of M-commerce systems, the distributed 
PIN is used. In addition , it uses a ground-breaking mobile protection framework and strategy. It 
can be accomplished through an increasingly secure WAP gateway that uses double encryption 
models. The handling of verification using a distributed PIN system also facilitates enhanced 
protection and reliability. Although all of these innovations have been applied separately, using 
all of these together would improve the security of M-Commerce to a greater degree. The use of 
distributed PIN for verification and merchant authentication purposes, with all the limitations of 
mobile devices, makes communication highly efficient and provides enormous security, 
guaranteeing the customer that the transaction is carried out with the right person.   Different 
authentication schemes with the combination of PIN and Biometric technologies on the user and 
server side of the architecture have been carried out and tested in mobile environments for the 
successful and safe use of M-commerce transactions. 
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